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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to improve the transient response
of servomechanlsm systems. This is accomplished by employing normal
methods of compensation such as tachometer feedback and lead network
systems. The response of the system is improved by introducing these
compensations after the system has begun to respond to the forcing
function.
This paper also considers the design problems that might be
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate various methods of im-




It is the purpose of any servo systems to accurately duplicate any




Pig. 1.2 portrays a typical transient response to a step input of




It is obvious that during the initial portion of the response it in
no way resembles the step input that was applied to the system. In order
to improve the response two main objectives must be achieved. First, the
rise time must approach zero and second, the oscillations must be damped
out. The first objective can be realized simply by Increasing the for-
ward loop gain /^j. The response now will be as shown in Fig. 1.3.
Fig. 1.3
The first objective has been achieved but in so doing the overshoot
has been Increased and the settling time has been increased due to the
Increased number of oscillations.
The second objective can be achieved by adding some means of












The amplification in the tach channel (h) can be adjusted until the
i
system is heavily overdamped. The response is now as shown in Fig. 1.5.
Fig. 1.5
The addition of the tachometer compensator has successfully achieved
the second objective of damping out all the oscillations but. in so doing
has extended the rise time considerably.
The optimum system (one which will duplicate the input signal) then,
is one which must possess the advantages of both the above cases but
none of the disadvantages.
C) CONCEPT OF DELAYED COMPENSATION
It will be noted that the response of Fig. 1.2 is desirable only
during the rise time and that the response of Fig. 1.5 is desirable
only after the rise time. Herein lies the basic fundamentals of the con-
cept of delayed compensation.
The proposed optimum system must therefore in effect consist of two
separate systems. First, one which is underdamped to a point ofinsta-
bility. A system of this sort necessarily has a very small damping
factor ( *? ) and has a very short rise time. As the response of the

system nears the desired steady state value, the switch in the tach








An Intuitive analysis of the system of this sort will produce a





As explained before, the early portion of the response Is a result of a
highly underdamped system. At point (Jr^ after a time lapse of T, the
switch in the tach channel is closed which increases the damping and
converts the original underdamped system to a highly overdamped system.
The optimum response is approached when the system has a maximum
rate of climb during the period T, and after t = T the response is
flat as possible. This can be achieved by designing the system such that
the damping ratio before the introduction of the tach feedback { 3\ )
4 approaches zero and the damping ratio after the introduction of the tach
feedback approaches infinity .«
Up to this point it has been assumed that the optimum response is
the most desirable response. This is true only within certain limits.
The practicality of the optimum response will be treated in more detail in
Chapt. IV.
The foregoing concept has ignored the possibility that a transient may
exist as the system adjusts itself from the underdamped case to the over-
damped case. If the computer solutions in the following chapters do not
indicate any such transient, it will be assumed that, if it does exist,
its magnitude is negligible and will be ignored. However, if an appreciable
transient is obvious in the computer analysis, then steps will be taken to
either eliminate or reduce the effect of the transient.
This paper will consider both second and third order systems compen-
sated by tachometer feedback and lead networks.

II SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS
A) TACHOMETER FEEDBACK COMPENSATION
I ) MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS










































This section is devoted to a study of the effects of delayed compen-
sation by means of an analog computer. The computer used in this thesis
was a Donner analog computer and associated equipment.
It is assumed in this section that a particular system exists and
it is desired to determine the effects of the variable parameters. In





t- T~ vill be altered and the effects noted
graphically. Varying the parameters K , + K will effect the damping ratios
(see Eq'n. 2.1 and 2.2) and varying T~ merely changes the duration of time
in which the underdamped system is allowed to operate.
The block diagram shown in Fig. 1.6 is altered slightly in order to
adapt the system to analog computer analysis. The computer study will
consider the system as it is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Oc £
h






The above diagram cannot be realized physically but it is mathemat-
ically identical to the diagram in Fig. 1.6. This arrangement is employed
in the computer analysis because it precludes the necessity of differen-
tiating in the tachometer channel.

A block diagram of the computer set up is shown in Fig. 2.k
Fig. 2.4
As mentioned before the parameters that are varied in the computer
study are J, $x and ~T . Fig. 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show the transient
response of the system. Each figure maintains a constant J, t- ^f^ and
indicates the effect of a variable 7" . The three figures indicate the
interdependence of the three variables.
For each value of J, there exists an infinite pair of values for
7~ and J^ . That will bring the system into correspondence. If a deadbeat










given high value of Jx there exists only one value of T~ that will
produce the deadbeat response. Likewise, for any value of J"^ there
exists an infinite pair of values forT and JJ that will bring the system
into correspondence. Again, if a deadbeat response is desired, J, should
approach zero and for any given low value of J*, there exists only one
value of 7~" that will produce the deadbeat response. A similar relation-
ship holds for a given value of T~
.
It will also be noted that a change in either J, or T~ has a much
greater effect on the response than does a change in ^
.
Fig. 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 show that at the instant of switching the
»
system immediately assumes the response of an overdamped system. This
indicates that if an Intermediate transient exists during, or shortly
after switching, its effects are negligible and can be ignored.
3) DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
It is the purpose of this section to investigate the design problems
encountered in adapting this method of control to an existing second order
system.
a ) GENERAL v
It is obvious that the success of this method of control is dependent
upon the ability of the hardware to respond to a large negative voltage
after switching occurs in the tach channel and thereby produce a suffi-
cient negative torque that will rapidly bring the system into correspond-
ence. The required torque characteristics will therefore be used as a
basis of analysis. The required torque is defined as that torque which
the system must be able to produce in order to bring the response into
correspondence rapidly. The capable torque is defined as that maximum
Ik

torque that the system is capable of producing. The fundamental design
problem will be to adapt this method of control to an existing system so
that the required torque is equal to or less than the capable torque.
b) DESIGN CRITERIA
Up to this point it was assumed that the torque developed by a motor
is directly proportional to the applied armature voltage. This is a valid
assumption, BUT ONLY WITHIN A FINITE RANGE'. If an excessive voltage is
applied to the motor the torque begins to saturate and is no longer
directly proportional to the applied voltage. Fig. 2.8 portrays a typical




In Fig. 2.8 the torque is linear only in the range 0<£T < E"i
In designing the system therefore, it is necessary to insure that no
torque in excess of the capable torque is demanded. The capable torque
of the motor will therefore be the basis for the design considerations.





response of a system employing delayed tachometer feedback compensation.
The graph is not to scale and has been expanded along the time axis for
clearer presentation.
Referring to Fig. 2.9, the initial rapid rise of torque (OA) is due
* to the introduction of the step input. The response (AB) Is the normal
torque response prior to the introduction of the compensation. At point
B the tach feedback switch is closed which rapidly reverses the direction
of the torque (BC). Point C is the maximum required torque that the
motor must be capable of producing. In designing a system this maximum
required torque must be known so that a motor of sufficient size can be
employed to Insure linear operation. If this method of control is being
adapted to an existing system it is necessary to express the maximum
required torque in terms of the parameters of the system so that the para-
meters can be adjusted until the maximum required torque is compatible
with the maximum capable torque of the existing motor.
The following two sections show the procedure for determining this
.maximum torque in terms of the system parameters.
c) OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE
This section is a descriptive outline for the procedure for analyzing
the torque in terms of system parameters. The actual analysis is contained
in the following section.
Derive the mathematical expression for the torque response for
solution A, (see Fig. 2.9)* from this determine the value of the torque
atT= 77 . This value of torque will be referred to as >£P, .
Derive the mathematical expression for the feedback voltage (even
though it does not affect the system during the time of solution A) and
17

determine its value at T- / . This value of feedback voltage will be
referred to as M.
Inasmuch asJdrt/iK is the only information that is desired from
this analysis, the following assumptions can be made:
1) When t-T} -0-i is constant and is equal to ~3
in magnitude.
2) Upon closing the tach channel switch the feedback voltage
is assumed to be a step function momentarily an equal in
magnitude to M.
At the Instant the switch closes assume a new problem exists. Shift
the VA axis such that ZJ&.* -O , Assume O^t - ~E> and that the
forcing function is now the feedback voltage and is equal to /S *
Now derive the expression for solution 2 . Employ the initial value
theorem to determine J&x. . Now subtract sHly from ^/a'a. to get the
actual value of s4~6Lr«AK
The expression for the maximum required torque will now be in terms
of rij T^ K\j r\
}
D *-l . For any given system n*h ' will be existing
constants. This leaves the expression for Z* <x max in terms
of four variables 77 B } h *- ^'
The choice of 7" will depend mostly on the amount of overshoot, under-
shoot and time- to correspondence that can be tolerated. For a step input
/ will be independent of the size of the input signal because of
the linear nature of the initial rise of the response.
S (the size of the step input) will either be the same constant at
all times or will vary in magnitude between certain limits depending on the
application of the existing system.
18

In order to achieve an optimum response jj\ should be as large
as possible and J. should be as small as possible as explained in
Chapter I. This should be kept in mind when choosing the values of Kt * n
because:
I'i Z\A<^ /)»D s
However, as Chapter V points out, it may not be desirable to make
Q2. as large as possible for practical considerations,
d) ANALYSIS
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Now determine magnitude of feedback voltage at t














Nov assume Jv3 - O at the instant the tach feedback channel is closed
(amounts to shifting the ^/^r axis.)
€
- &c - &
To J3e coaj$Ts4+Jt)
T3L - 3 - (hi rO hs B
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It is now obvious that it is only necessary to determine the actual
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PROBLEM - to adapt this method of control to an existing system with
the following constants:




O ^ ~3 I (in analysis use maximum value B a 1)
2) J^ shall not be as high as possible as in the optimum case,
but shall be limited to 2 for acceleration and control reasons.
3) Steady state shall be attained prior to t = 1 .0 seconds.
k) For practical reasons h < 15, K <^ 15
DESIGN
7~ J, 9i L l Ki
sfQ'AJ 2L.7 /Ztrpcees To
i
utSHZZ-E
e- - J. ?/</K>- Jq
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to stay within the limits of specification (3) a logical
first guess for T would be T - .6
2.C7 - , 7V/
Trt£*> roil. ^ > f, ) ^ JJl
4 =
y, /*> Id- = A3* - .// =r /*/
X-









e) EFFECT OF TORQUE SATURATION
Section IIA3b points out that the primary design criteria for a
tachometer feedback systitti is assuring that no torque is demanded of a
motor outside of its linear range.
Consider now a system that is actuated by step inputs whose magnitudes
periodically is subjected to large inputs that exceed the definite range.
The design question to answer here is: Should the parameters of the
system be so designed to yield an optimum response only to the inputs that
fall in the above definite range or should the design consider all possible
magnitudes of the input? The former is more desirable from an economical
viewpoint but the response to the few large inputs may be intolerable due
to torque saturation. Therefore, before this question can be answered the
effect of torque saturation on the response of a system must be studied.
Fig. 2.12 is a computer representation of the torque produced by the
motor. By employing a diode limiter in the torque channel of the computer,
the torque is limited (or saturated) at various percentages of its
maximum value.
Fig. 2.13 shows the transient response of the system with the same
degrees of torque saturation depicted in Fig. 2.12. Under ideal conditions
(no saturation) the response has the desired deadbeat configuration. As
the torque is limited an undesirable overshoot condition develops. The
magnitude of the overshoot is directly dependent on and proportional to
the degree of saturation.
If this overshoot can be tolerated periodically in the application
of the system then the design can be based on the normal range of inputs.
If the application of the system demands a deadbeat response at all times





















































































































































































B) LEAD NETWORK COMPENSATION
1 ) MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS


















Cs +f.)i-f S-^ S *- Ki
XT, = / /?, = . 3 3 3
X - .3J3 =: . /*£
Derivation of X (switch in position (g) )




<>(stfC} +&, 5 X +f±S +/C,
U/S - K> *^ - ' *>
31

a. fx <v* = pi.
General design of lead network.















/^r Cz - /-V f -*"* xeef ^u «"
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Fig. 2.16 shows the computer set up for the block diagram In Fig. 2.11*
Fig. 2.16
Fig. 2.17 shows a family of curves obtained from the above set up.
The computer values are such that j, = .166 and Jj. = 2.0. The switch-
ing time is varied from T = .1 to T = 2.0.
It is quite obvious that the response of the lead network second order
system does not compare favorably with the tachometer feedback second order
system. In order to make the comparison with all other factors equal
(damping ratios, switching time, etc.) refer to Fig. k B l in Chapter IV.
Fig. k .1 has identically the same damping ratios and considers practically
the same switching time but the responses are much more desirable than
those in Fig. 2.17. Notice in Fig. 2.17 that at the Instant of switching
there is no radical deviation in the response curve as there is in the
tachometer feedback response. The response seems to react very sluggishly
for a few seconds before it assumes the response of an over damped system.
This marked difference between the two systems seems to indicate that
there is a sizeable transient oceuring at the instant of switching in the
case of the lead network. An investigation of Fig. 2.18, which is the lead








During the initial phase of the response the switch is in position
.
The voltage at point (]) is actually the error voltage and varies
accordingly with time. While the switch is in position current is
flowing thru the lead network to ground. In so doing point (g) assumes
a voltage that varies with time and is dependent not only on the error
voltage but also on the values of C-u^z. «*- Ej.i_ .At the instant of
switching the voltages at points and (^ will be different. The
switching action therefore Introduces an initial condition into the
system which was not considered in the mathematical analysis. This initial
condition is the agency responsible for the adverse transient that causes
the sluggish response shown in Fig. 2.17. This paper will not attempt to
mathematically analyze the transient but will investigate various means of
minimizing it.
Several other arrangements of Fig. 2.18 can be devised to minimize
the introduction of the initial conditions. For example, Fig. 2.19 shows
an arrangement that is similar to Fig. 2.18 except that the switch does
not select between the lead network and the short circuit channel but







With this arrangement no current will flow thru C-a. , £**- ^*»- because
the grid of the following amplifier is also assumed to be at ground
potential and all the current will flow thru the short circuit branch.
There will then be a greater difference of potential before and after
switching because now the potential after switching is ground potential.
Fig. 2.20 shows the response under these conditions and a comparison with
Fig. 2.17 will show that this response is even more sluggish.







This arrangement introduces a parallel set of resistors in the short
circuit branch in an attempt to equalize the voltage at points Q and (z)
at the instant of switching. The reasoning here is that it may be possible
to find a ratio of % and *~/R for a given GvJJ that will produce equal
voltages at points Q) and Qj at the Instant of switching. The design
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pendent on the valuesof the components in the lead network and parallel
resistance network, the switching time is dependent on the damping ratios
and therefore on the values of the components. Therefore, it may not be
possible to find a ratio of resistances that will satisfy the condition of
equal voltages between points Q) and (z) at the time of switching and
also satisfy the conditions necessary to produce the desired damping ratios
The parallel resistance network will be considered and analyzed in the
third order system (Chapter III B).
39

Ill THIRD ORDER SYSTEMS
This Chapter will Investigate the advantages and disadvantages of
applying delayed compensation to third order systems. Both methods of
compensation are again considered, namely, tachometer feedback and lead
network compensation. Both methods are analyzed by employing the root
locus method. A rudimentary background in the root locus method is
assumed in this Chapter.
The same approach is taken here that was taken in the case of the
second order systems. Namely, prior to the introduction of the compensa-
tion the system should be highly underdamped even to the point of approach'
ing instability (a very low JT, ). After the introduction of the com-
pensation the system should be highly over damped in order to bring it
into correspondence quickly (a high J^ ).
A) TACHOMETER FEEDBACK COMPENSATION









poles of G701 = °.f>jf*
ko

In order to achieve a very low Jf , the forward gain of the system
Is adjusted until the roots of (r\c i lie in the general vicinity of the
positive imaginary axis as shown in Fig. 3.2.
Fig. 3.2















S £ 5 " + C f, *fO s - C/y>a. *v4V
The poles of <^70a_ now are zero and the roots of the above quadratic
3.2) To * o
3.3) I*. - "
**** * * •Cp-fO^'M *
3.u) p* = - *£* " * J(fi-/>*r-WA
In order for JTj. to be large (overdanped) the roots of ^7cx must lie
on the negative real axis. This necessarily requires that the poles of
C\o%. also lie on the negative real axis. If the poles of Go z. are imaginary
than the roots of <qcz. can never be real in a third order system of this
sort. Fig. 3 A graphically represents the reasoning here.





Therefore it can be reasoned from equations 3*3 and 3 •** that
2-r) (f,-f*f > Mt,
This imposes a critical restriction on the range of possible values
for h. If the K i term were applied before the feedback loop in Fig. 3*3
the resulting restriction on h would be (f -/"0 ^ V^J & i which is an
even stricter restriction on the range of possible values for h.







The gain for condition II must be low enough such that Ko°*- K, lie on the
negative real axis (high j^ ). The magnitude condition again demands
that 3.6) It, L, L-l r /f&
It is now desirable to determine the behavior of the location of
pt e*. P^ as h is varied through its narrow range of zero to (frfO/M
*3






The above figure cannot be realized physically except in a computer
analysis but permits a clearer concept of pole variations and therefore
is used in this discussion.
G C - (r^ f J <'->-;.-• /4
I
-n
( 5 *-p')C '=> r ft)
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the root locus for this condition Is
-P*
-y^£ Location
uJHEV A /S AM*'*"*
Fig. 3.7
When h Is at Its lower limit (equal to zero) the roots of Cjo are
-p'j-f*..
When h is at Its upper limit (fi'fif/yA ) the roots of <3o are Identical
and lie on the real axis at the intersection of the root locus.
The preceding can now be summarized graphically In Fig. 3*3 which is
merely Fig. 3„5 superimposed on Fig. 3*2.
A study of Fig. 3.8 shows that it is impossible (except in very special
cases) to satisfy both equations 3*1 an<* 3*6 with the same value ot/*K. t ,
This is true regardless of the chosen value of h or the actual and/or
relative sizes of the roots of the third order system.
This problem can be circumvented by having available two different
values of /IA, . One for Condition I and one for Condition II. This can
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The arrangement in Fig. 3*9 along with other possible schemes is
theoretically possible to construct and operate. The increased complexity
of the hardware, however, suggests investigation of other means of com-
pensation for third order systems. For this reason, the investigation of
tachometer feedback compensation for third order systems is not carried
any farther in this paper.
hi

B) LEAD NETWORK COMPENSATION
1) MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
Delayed compensation is achieved with a lead network by the ar-
















The lead network consists of ?2. C*. *" £i.v and will be in the circuit
when the switch is in position @ . K *«<* n-u parallel the lead net-
kQ

work and are in the circuit when the switch is in position (?) . The
parallel circuit is introduced here in order to make the potential at
points (jj and(X) as nearly equal as possible at the Instant of switch-
ing. If this is accomplished then the transient effect due to switching
will be minimized. Because the parallel circuit acts as an attenuator
the resulting Kx. will be less than unity. In the following discussion,
however, it will be assumed that K x. has been compensated with an
amplifier and the resulting ACx. is equal to unity. This allows the







During the first portion of the response when a low J is desired
the switch is in position . As the response nears correspondence the
switch is thrown to position (^) thereby introducing the lead network and








The root locus for the system during condition I is depicted below.
Fig. 3.1^
JCi is adjusted so that the complex roots are close to the
imaginary axis thus producing a highly oscillatory system (low Jf( ).
Condition II
i The zero in the lead network is designed to cancel out one of the











i l is so positioned that it yields a high J^ by producing roots
of (j c on the real axis. The position of the roots on the axis determines
the magnitude of J , It must be kept in mind, however, that the
magnitude condition presents the same problem here as it did with tach-
ometer feedback compensation. In order to have the same amplification
produee both the low J in condition I and the high J
5 in condition II
the following must be true:
The procedure for determining the location of '* and at the same











Fig. 3.18 shows a family of curves with J, ", 3 3 , Jtr 2. and /
varied from .256 seconds to .766 seconds.
Here again the system is somewhat sluggish due to the initial con-
ditions introduced at the time of switching. However, the responses in
3t
Fig. 3.18 are an improvement over the second order lead network responses
where the parallel resistance network was not employed. The values of the
resistors in the parallel network were chosen intuitively and apparently





of switching. It did, however, reduce the effects of the introduced
initial conditions,
3) DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
As in the section on design of second order systems, this section will
investigate the design problems that will be encountered in adapting de-
layed compensation to existing systems.
a) DESIGN CRITERIA
The design criteria for the third order system is not similar to that
of the third order system. In the second order system the required torque
was used as a basis for design, whereas in the third order system the
pole-zero configuration is employed.
As pointed out in Chapter III Bl the pole of (702. must be so
positioned that:
-Condition II will produce an overdamped system
- A 1 will be the same fof Condition I aod Condition II
-The desired J^ *- Jx. can be obtained
In order to crystallize the solution to the design problem a numerical
example will be analyzed. Assume an existing system as shown in Fig, 3.19*
The design problem now is to add a lead network and an amplifier to the
















sCs^-h ?S + /o) -h <
K\ Is determined graphically in Fig. 3.21 by placing the roots near the
imaginary axis on the root locus. This will yield a low Cfi
3.7) Go z GO JLiJ^
S* r75 x i-/OS r(oO ft * v) (S V * Jfa*n S + *U)
To determine J ,
Find the real root of eq'n 3.7 by:
a) numerical methods
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Jl, - - 6< 991
2 J ^ ^A , + A. o ~ . Z*





3.8) X - ^(j)
c) CONDITION II
Now the problem is met of placing ~P& such Chat the three conditions
are satisfied. In this example a desired Jj, of 2 will be a design
requirement
.









C-]cz' ^2 - IZj uj. i.
s(s+sXs+?i)+(*o (s + lLj(% + 2ito+ i-idf)
The location of rb for a desired <J equal to 2 can be accomplished
in two ways.
FIRST- ANALYTICAL
The roots of the denominator of eq' n 3.9 can be determined in terms
of r2> (numerical method). Then the following conditions must hold:
a) the sum of the two right hand roots must equal 2 J^
or y^U
b) the left hand root times <*"** must equal 60.
These two conditions will produce two equations and two unknowns
f(Pi) =Y<u~,
from these 13 can be determined.
The analytical method will obviously require considerable time.
SECOND. GRAPHICAL (see Fig. 3.23>
The location of /\j can be determined much quicker by graphical
iteration and for that reason will be employed here. The same conditions








































































































































































































































3.10) Li lx lo r CO
3.11) ^ e * ^.V o *f C= Z. />u r^/5 Msf)
3.12) ^^ r |T^
i
This Iteration involves two variable points,
~?s and any one of the
three roots of Cjcz. C^° %• ' 6 *- *"-0
OUTLINE OF GRAPHICAL METHOD (see Fig. 3.2^)
a) Arbitrarily choose a position for ^z_ between the breakaway point
and nu
b) Determine the location of P*> by eq 1 n 7.11 ( P3 s
,
—7 1
c) Choose a position for K 2> ai*d adjust it until L*lxLi r C C
(the L' s in this case terminate at *3 )
d) Locate K o by the same method as K 3 was located
e) Now determine J/ i by eq'ns 3.11 and 3.12
f) If the resulting jf is not the desired J return to step a),
adjust K x t and repeat the five steps. Continue this until the desired
Ji_ 1b achieved.
When the location of A3 is adjusted the position of the breakaway
3.2U
point is also altered. This is ignored in Fig. 2k so as 4* not to confuse
the picture. This change in position of the breakaway point in no way
affects the results of the graphical method be ause during Condition II




































































































































































































































































b) A * ' (,sj(y.s) " **'*
(Pi *T ~B/./7S) C^7S)(3C /7S)(?C./7$J - S?. 3
(/2* *r.s~J CsX*)f3*-0 - ^<*
4) ^^ = J &6/3/./7S - /• ^^
# r ^£^^1 s -XL =r //
Cies>c tricot,// re t»<e- P£-$/A£'d frfLDtr of Z.
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The properties of the lead network and the necessary amplification are






Fig. 3.25 i .
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Chapter I pointed out that the purpose of a servo system Is to
accurately duplicate any signal applied to it. The preceding chapters
have pointed out methods whereby this accurate duplication may be
approached.
If a system designed to yield a deadbeat response, such as that
depicted in Fig. 2.5 were actually employed in the control of large bodies,
two practical problems would Immediately become obvious. First, at the
instant of switching the system would have to withstand tremendous
accelerations. This would eventually lead to mechanical stress failures
In the mechanism. Second, again referring to Fig. 2.5, a small error in
the delay time of .2 seconds results in an extremely long time to corres-
pondence. In order to apply this method of control to a practical system
these two problems must be solved.
Both the acceleration and accuracy of the time delay problems can be
overcome simply by decreasing the value of JT^ from a very large value to
a lower value. This lower value must necessarily still be higher than
unity however.
The decreased J will increase the radius of the path as it
approaches correspondence. This naturally has the disadvantage of in-
creasing the time to correspondence very slightly. Fig. k.l shows a
family of transient responses with a ^ •- ,/CS a*jo Jj, r Z. .O
Comparison of the deadbeat curves on Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 2.5 shows that the
time to correspondence is practically the same in both. The Increased
radius of the path on Fig. 5 .1 does, however, reduce the acceleration
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An error in the tine delay of Fig. 5.1 does not result in such a
long time to correspondence as it did with the system of the higher
in Fig. 2.5.
When designing a system, therefore, the choice of the value of
will have to be temp"e*fed with these practical considerations. If the
aforementioned problems do not exist in a particular application, then Jx.




V CO.TIROL OF TIKE DELAY
A) AUTOMATIC CONTROL
It has been 3ssuned in the previous chapters that the tirae delay
has been controlled by some outside a^eicy. This Chapter will consider
a practical method for achieving this control.
If the values o. Oj and <£3 are plotted on a time axis they will
hive the form indicated in Fig. 5.1.
C7;
Fig, 5.1
Placing bi th on the same set of coordinates their sura will be as




The sum of the two voltages will pass throu jh zero at some particular
tire. This time can be ad jus* e 1 t-y varyiij the ma^nitjJe of t~^-.- as shown
La Fig. 5.?. The samnod voltage (referred to as V) cm he employed to
control the operation of the tach channel or lead network switch.















/^i in the al ove sketch is either an atnplifiet or
an attenuator
that is employed to control the amplitude oi O.j . ^3 is an adder
anplifier that aids the two quantities Oo and £ . The relay is a
:ri^ed relay that will close when the voltage applied to it passes
through zero from a positive valje to a negative value. The actuated
relay is actually the switch in the each feedback channel.













Coll 1 Is energized by the voltage V and closes the switch in the
tach channel (sw 1) when V passes through zero. Another switch (sw 2)
is mechanically ganged to sw 1 and closes at the sane Instant. When
sw 2 closes it places a voltage across coil 2 which insures that sw 1
remains closed regardless of what happens to the voltage V
Coll 2 and sw 2 are included here because once the tach channel switch
closes the value of £ and 0c (and therefore V) will be altered in some
way. The possibility exists that V will be altered in such a way that it
will allow sw 1 to reopen. This cannot be tolerated so coil 2, sw 2, and
the battery are Included to prevent this from occuring.
B) MECHANICAL CONTROL
Chapter IV pointed out the disadvantage of an error in the control of
the time delay. The accuracy of the automatic control is entirely
dependent on the quality of the components used. Their accuracy is de-
pendent on such variables as temperature humidity, age, etc. Therefore,
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unless the components are quite expensive, a fluctuating error can be
expected over a period of time.
A more accurate and dependable method of control was employed along
with the automatic control in the preparation of this paper. It consists
primarily of a aeries of contacts actuated by individual cams rotating
on a common shaft. These cams are adjustable around the shaft allowing
the cams to be in phase with each other operating the contacts in phase,
or they can be rotated out of phase with each other, operating the con-
tacts out of phase. The time between the closing of one contact and the
closing of the next contact can then be accurately controlled by adjusting
the speed of the shaft which is driven by a DC motor. This system will be
referred to hereafter as the trigger mechanism or trigger contacts. A




The trigger system is then integrated with a relay system which operates
the computer and closes the compensator channel switch at the desired
time. The overall system for the lead network compensation is shown in





























The problem is initiated by energizing the DC motor. Tfie cams in
Fig. 5.5 are positioned such that the computer trigger is the first contact t
to close. Referring to Fig. 5.6 this energizes relay #1 closing the
computer operate switch. The computer is now energized and is operating
with a low J t because the parallel resistance circuit is connected to
amplifier #3 *nd not the lead network. A switch in parallel with the com-
puter trigger switch is also closed insuring that relay #1 remains
energized after the cam allows the computer trigger contact to open.
After a time equal to T, the next cam closes the lead network (LNW)
o
trigger contact energizing -relay #2. This throws the two way switch from
position Q) (normal position) to position (Z) which places the lead network
in the computer circuit. The LNW trigger contact also nas another switch
in parallel with it which insures that relay #2 remains closed after the
cam allows the LNW trigger contact to open.
At the completion of the problem the reset switch will return the
i
relay system to its original state.
7*

.VI SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION
A) A complete mathematical analysis of the transient condition
occurring at the time of switching In the lead network systems .(see
Chapter I IB 2).
B) A mathematical Investigation of the optimum values of resistance
In the parallel resistance network of the lead network systems, (see
Chapter IIB 2)
C) Development of a better switching scheme for the lead network
system.
D) Employment of a lag network in a delayed compensation system.
E) Experimental laboratory investigation of second and third order
systems.
F) Phase plane analysis of second order tachometer feedback.
G) Phase plane analysis of second and third order lead network systems.
H) Further Investigation of third order tachometer feedback systems
with adjustable gain at the time of switching, (see Chapter IIIA l)
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